Across
1  King to be protected by officer, having spoken to commander (8)
6  Utterly pleasant evening coming to an end (6)
9  Enclosures including extravagant and modest dwellings (8)
10 Waste time pursuing Home Counties wife (6)
11 Treasure hunter came across film in battered old crate (5,8)
13 Old American chief dropping in makes Joplin remix Mozart number (5,1,4)
15 "Leak" misspelt is a vegetable (4)
16 Hearing little darling start to read out loud (4)
18 Media outlets' primarily nepotist ed wants organisation to welcome sons (10)
21 What director says about theatrical works (the parts that get shown again) (6,7)
24 Plus-size model surrounded by plus-size haters (6)
25 See what's on sale here: singular drug to take without undergoing withdrawal (8)
26 Stargazer's alignment with similarly zany guy on vacation (6)
27 Come back out with grass cut by combine (8)

Down
2  Down under a hen, possibly to get protection from the sun (5,5)
3  Outskirts of paradise boasting volcano, the source of milk and honey? (3,4)
4  Cold decapitated stiff (5)
5  Drunk horse eaten by lion in Africa (7)
6  Concocts absorbing sort of cold dish (4,5)
7/23 Labour wonkery 101: try to oust right for cultural capital (3,4,4)
8  Ire from Latin state? (4)
12 From dawn till dusk, daughter injected to ease ache (3,3,4)
14 Russian artist, grand and cloudlike? (9)
17 Means of production's nothing to cry about (7)
19 Moving air originally sung by soldiers to royal family (7)
20 Generally loose (2,5)
22 Run away, retreating south perhaps, then east (5)
23 See 7